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Product sheet

With Ontech GSM 9030  you can simply remotly 
control radiators, alarm horns, pumps or other 
electrical equipment in your summer house, 
your working place or other locations. 

Just plug in your equipment in Ontech GSM 
9030 and where ever you are you can remotely 
control it.

Ontech GSM 9030 is also equipped with two 
alarm inputs and it alerts you with SMS.  There is 
also a temperature watch.
With the thermostat function you can cotrol the 
heating.

You can use all kind of SIM cards!

Ontech Relay 9010  is an optional unit that is 
controlled by  Ontech GSM 9030 with short 
range radio.  Up to 7 extra units can be 
connected and individually controlled by 
Ontech GSM 9030. Of course the extra units 
have two alarm inputs each.

Ontech GSM Mini 9030
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PROPERTIES 

-  Control manually, by telephone calls or by SMS.
-  Alerting with SMS. 
-  Relay for main power 230V/16A.  Timer function with 

delayed on/off can be set.
-  Two alarm inputs. Can be set to NO or NC. Can be set with 

delayed activation. Can be set so alarm activates relay.
-  Optional wireless alarm sensors (from end 2010)
-  Internal temperature sensor gives temperature. 
-  Optional external temperature sensor for high accury.
-  Can alert if temperature increase over or decrease under 

set control temperature.
-  Temperature function can be set to control relay in order 

to create a thermostate function.
-  External  backup battery can be connected. If mounted, 

the unit alerts when battery is low.
-  Remembers position of relay after main power break.
-  Up to seven optional relays (Ontech 9010) can be 

controlled via short range radio.
- Alarm outputs can deliver 70 mA current to power alarm 

sensors.
-  All kind of SIM card can be used.


